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Managed Security Program (MSP)
DATA PROTECTION FOR COMPANIES WITH MORE IP THAN IT
ARE YOU PROPERLY ARMED FOR THE SECURITY BATTLES AHEAD?
The importance of protecting sensitive data is gaining visibility at the C-level
and the Boardroom. It’s a difficult task, made even more so when you don’t
have a dedicated IT staff or ready access to security experts. That’s why
effective data protection capable of mitigating insider and outsider threats
has remained out of reach for all but the world’s largest organizations.
Until now.
THE FIRST CLOUD-BASED SECURITY SOLUTION THAT PROTECTS
SENSITIVE DATA REGARDLESS OF THE THREAT, LOCATION OR TYPE
Only Digital Guardian offers complete data protection as a fully managed
service. It’s the industry’s only full–service, hosted data security solution
backed by experts with 10+ years of implementation experience. With
Digital Guardian Managed Security Program (MSP), organizations of all
sizes can mitigate insider and outsider threats faster, with less risk—and
for a substantially lower total cost—than with any other approach to data
protection.

With DG MSP we
achieved our phase one data
protection objectives in less
than 120 days. No other
vendor we considered was
even talking in the
same terms.
- Mike Ring, Senior IT Manager, Threat and Solution Architect, Jabil

WHY DIGITAL GUARDIAN MANAGED SECURITY PROGRAM?
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INSTANT ON
As soon as our experts have installed the Digital Guardian agents, you will immediately discover—in full forensic detail— where your sensitive
data resides, who accesses it, and how it’s transacted. As a MSP customer, you have access to the Digital Guardian Management Console to filter
and drill into reports by policy rule, file name, type, sensitivity, user, alert, and event. Your MSP team will provide you with continuously updated
security intelligence and trending reports on data location, usage, and risks.

IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO SECURITY EXPERTS
With the severe shortage of IT security talent, DG MSP customers leverage the knowledge of experts with 10+ years’ experience implementing
mission-critical data security, risk, and compliance programs for Global 2000 companies and government agencies.

BETTER USE OF YOUR RESOURCES
With the DG MSP team managing the infrastructure, your InfoSec team can focus governance instead of administration.

EXCEPTIONAL TIME TO VALUE
DG MSP customers repeatedly tell us that they were able to improve their data visibility and data security risk posture faster than they ever
could have done by themselves, or with any other vendor.

NONE OF YOUR SENSITIVE DATA IS IN THE CLOUD
Your data remains private and secured at all times. With Digital Guardian’s secure, cloud based delivery option, no sensitive data is ever
transmitted, recorded, or stored. Reports are based on metadata, which is encrypted, hashed, and digitally signed before secure transfer to
Digital Guardian’s hosting facilities via FIPS 140-2 certified messaging protocol.

For more information, visit
www.digitalguardian.com
®

MANAGED SECURITY PROGRAM SERVICE OFFERINGS
CHOOSE THE SERVICE OFFERINGS THAT MEET YOUR SECURITY NEEDS
Digital Guardian MSP service offerings align with our product offerings to address your organization’s unique requirements. Start with DG for Data Visibility and
Control for out-of-the-box visibility and device control. Choose DG for DLP to get everything you need–full visibility, fine-grained control and the broadest data
protection coverage–to stop sensitive data from getting out of your organization. Add DG for ATP to get a data-centric approach to advanced threat detection,
incident response and prevention that ensures security travels with the data.

Data Visibility
and Control
The core service in our
data-centric Management
Security Program. Realtime data visibility and
removable device control.

Management Console(s) - Set up and Administered
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Data Loss Prevention

Advanced Threat Protection

Everything you need – full visibility, finegrained control and the industry’s broadest
data protection coverage – to stop sensitive
data from getting out of your organization.

A data-centric approach to advanced threat
detection, incident response and prevention
that ensures security travels with the data.
The only security service that protects
sensitive data regardless of the
source of attack.
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Management Console on Customer Premise
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Event Analysis Review Sessions

Monthly
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Weekly
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Standard & Custom Dashboards and Reporting Packs
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Custom
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Customizable Data Egress Control Rules





Application Control





Standardized Content Classification Rules
Customizable Content & Context
Classification Rules
Device Control

Standard



Advance Encryption Use Cases









AD HOC Rule & Report Customization Services









SIEM/LOG Management Integration









Advanced ATP Reporting and Dashboards





ATP Containment Rules and IOC Administration





Virustotal & Custom Threat Feed Integration









Active Directory Integration

3rd Party Network ATP Platform** Integration











Quarterly Advanced Threat Analysis Consultation
Technical Support Hours

9 X 5 Local Time

24 x 7 x 365

24 x 7 x 365

9 X 5 Local Time

24 x 7 x 365

* Standard - Based on license offering via DG Content Server
** Currently supports FireEye, more platforms underdevelopment

ABOUT
DIGITAL
GUARDIAN

Digital Guardian is the only data-centric security platform designed
to stop data theft. The Digital Guardian platform performs across
traditional endpoints, mobile devices and cloud applications to make
it easier to see and stop all threats to sensitive data. For more than
10 years we’ve enabled data-rich organizations to protect their most
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valuable assets with an on premise deployment or an outsourced
managed security program (MSP). Our unique data awareness and
transformative endpoint visibility, combined with behavioral threat
detection and response, let you protect data without slowing the
pace of your business.

